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List of talks at the Symposium 
The papers indicated with a * are included in this volume. 
* ALLGOWER, E.L., CHIEN, C.-S., GEORG, K. and WANG, C.-F., Conjugate gradient 
methods for continuation problems. 
AMANO, K., Charge simulation method for numerical conformal mapping. 
CHEN, T.-F., Least square finite element methods for reservoir simulation. 
* CHEN, X. and YAMAMOTO, T., PCG methods applied to a system of nonlinear equations. 
* FUJINO, S., MORI, M. and TAKEUCHI, T., Performance of hyperplane ordering on vector 
computers. 
* HASEGAWA, T. and TORII, T., Application of a modified FFT to product type integration. 
IGARASHI, M., The relationship between global and local methods for solving algebraic 
equations. 
* IKEBE, Y., KIKUCHI, Y. and FUJISHIRO, I., Computing zeros and orders of Bessel 
functions. 
* ISHIHARA, K., Projected successive overrelaxation method for finite-element solutions to 
the Dirichlet problem for a system of nonlinear equations. 
* KAMETAKA, Y., On counting functions of self-similar sequences. 
* KITAGAWA, T., Asymptotic stability of the fundamental solution method. 
* LIANG, X.-Z. and LI, L.-Q., On bivariate osculatory interpolation. 
MUROTA, K., Decomposition of systems of linear/nonlinear equations by the combinato- 
rial canonical form. 
* OSADA, N., Acceleration methods for vector sequences. 
SAKAKIHARA, M. and NIKI, H., The boundary element method for unilateral boundary 
value problems. 
* SAKURAI, T., TORII, T. and SUGIURA, H., A high-order iteration formula for the 
simultaneous determination for the zeros of a polynomial. 
SHINOHARA, Y., On numerically ill conditioned solutions of ordinary differential equa- 
tions. 
* SUGIURA, H. and TORII, T., A method for constructing generalized Runge-Kutta meth- 
ods. 
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